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ABSTRACT-

A simple $ inexpensive method has been developed for 
obtaining powder-like x-ray diffraction patterns from single 
crystalso Crystal orientation is randomized to a high de
gree by simultaneous rotation and oscillation about two in
clined axes, A small wrist watch movement rotates the axis 
on which the specimen is mounted, while a standard Weissen- 
berg camera provides oscillation on the second axis.

Since it is not possible to achieve complete random
ization with the method, the patterns produced are not 
precise duplicates of powder patterns. In general, low- 
symmetry compounds give patterns inferior to those obtained 
from crystals of higher symmetry because of the influence of 
the multiplicity factor. The photographs are quite adequate 
for measurement and identification, however, and the user 
may refer results directly to determinative tables.

Specimen grinding causes damage to mineral struc
tures in the normal powder method. The proposed method does 
not involve grinding and gives strengthened high-© lines as 
a result. It has particularly valuable application to min
erals which are extremely susceptible to grinding damage.
One such mineral, chalcophyllite, was studied with the 
method, and the resulting partially indexed "powder pattern" 
is presented,

viii



INTRODUCTION

When a mineral specimen is ground to a sufficiently 
fine powders a very large number of individual particles is 
producede These small particles normally assume statisti
cally random orientation when incorporated into a powder 
mount« That is, for every set of rational planes in the 
mineral structure there will be many of the particles in the 
proper positions to satisfy the Bragg Law for those planes0 

The smooth, continuous diffraction lines observed on a high™ 
quality powder photograph are a direct result of this random 
particle orientation*

In contrast, the normal diffraction pattern photo
graphically recorded from a stationary or simply-oscillated 
single crystal is a set of discrete reflections* These 
spots do not merge into continuous arcs because of the lim
ited number of orientations imparted to the crystal during 
the course of an exposure*

To approximate the powder result with a single crys
tal it is convenient to introduce a second rotation axis*
If this second axis is inclined on the primary axis and the 
single crystal is rotated about both simultaneously, the 
number of orientations achieved increases enormously* The 
effect is to cause the single crystal to "behave as a pow
der," given sufficient exposure time* The discrete spots



of the single crystal photograph are augmented by an ex
tremely large number of equivalent spots, all appearing at 
the intersections of diffraction cones with the film. When 
the spots become spaced so closely that the eye can no 
longer resolve them as individual spots, they take on the 
appearance of continuous lines. The higher the degree of 
randomization, the more powder-like is the pattern.

The aforementioned capability of producing a "powder 
photograph" from a single crystal without actually grinding 
the specimen may be of considerable utility in crystallo- 
graphic investigations. Some possible reasons for desiring 
such a capability are; l) to confirm the identity of a min
eral before single crystal work proceeds, 2 ) to provide a 
non-destructive identification test for fine single crystals 
and gemstones, 3 ) to obtain a powder pattern when only a 
very limited amount of material is available, 4) to increase 
the probability of avoiding a multi-phase sample in cases 
where it is difficult to separate phases, and 5 ) to obtain 
a powder photograph when normal grinding might alter or dam
age the mineral structure. In addition, the technique, if
adequately perfected, could serve as an alternative means of 
routine identification.

Since powder photographs are well suited to rapid 
determination and because the specimen would be preserved



intact e it wa,s thought worthwhile to pursue the development 
of such a method from simplee inexpensive equipmente

Several workers have reported on this general topic 
in the past® Switzer and Holmes (194?) described an appa
ratus with which "powder-type" diffraction patterns could 
be obtained from single crystals by using combined oscilla
tory and rotatory motions. The instrument was designed pri
marily for gem identification and recorded only a limited 
amount of. back-ref lection information (no front reflections 
recorded)® Gordon (194?) mentioned an apparently similar 
gem identification method in a brief abstract 0 Shortly 
thereafter, Matthews and McIntosh (1949) reported on a 
rather elaborate mechanical device which produced "powder- 
like" patterns from rotation of a crystal about two mutually 
perpendicular axes. Only partial front-reflection patterns 
were recorded with this technique, and care had to be taken 
to avoid using a main crystallographic axis as an axis of 
rotation lest the pattern be even more incomplete® Grabber 
and Jelinek (1 9 6 6) used levitation of a single crystal 
sphere in a low-pressure gas stream in which consequent mo
tions provided randomization* This method necessitates 
sphere grinding, careful adjustment and monitoring of the 
proper gas pressure, and fabrication of a special fixture®



A method which is geometrically similar to the one 
proposed by the writer was described by Gandolfi (1967)0 It 
employs two inclined axes and is said to give complete dif
fraction patterns0 While Gandolfi°s scheme apparently re
moves some of the geometrical limitations of other methods 
referred to, it requires the purchase or fabrication of ex
pensive special-purpose equipment0



DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD

The unique feature of the method developed is the 
use of a small wrist watch movement to drive the rotation 
axis on which the single crystal is mounted« The movement 
is attached to a standard single crystal goniometer head 
by means of a simple fixturee These two items, the watch 
movement and the fixture, are the only special equipment re
quired beyond that which would normally be available for 
single crystal studies8

Space limitations require that the watch movement 
used be small. The one employed in this study is about 
18 mm in diameter by 4,5 mm thick after being removed from 
its outer case0 The movement must also be one with sweep- 
second capability, so that the crystal is rotated at a rela
tively rapid angular velocity.

The mounting fixture consists of a short shaft 
attached to a flat metal plate. The two were joined by sol
dering each to an electrical spade lug, but any available 
substitute would certainly work as well. The shaft is held 
in the goniometer head by means of a set screw, and the con
nector arm is bent so that the flat plate is inclined at 
about a 45° angle. The watch movement is directly

■ 5 .



tack-soldered to the flat plate, so that the watch face is 
also inclined at about 45°•

To provide an extension of the sweep-second axial 
drive, a short (about 7*5 mm) segment of a common straight 
pin was attached with epoxy cement to the center of the 
sweep-second hand, making the pin normal to the watch face# 
Thus the secondary drive supplied by the watch also has its 
axis inclined to the primary axis of the goniometer head at 
approximately 45°• Two views of the watch movement mounted 
on the goniometer head are shown as Figures la and lb#

The apparatus described above is sufficiently com
pact to fit inside the standard 57*3 mm Weissenberg film 
cassette# This is, of course, particularly convenient, 
since the spacings in millimeters between pairs of arcs on 
the resulting film are directly the angles 26 in degrees, as 
with the small Debye-Scherrer camera. The user can refer 
results directly to the ASTM file (Smith 19&7) after appli
cation of the Bragg Law,

The goniometer head with watch and fixture is 
mounted on the Weissenberg crystal-rotation assembly in the 
normal-beam configuration. The film cassette is locked in 
a stationary (non-translation) position so that the appa
ratus is centrally located inside it, Buerger (1942, pp, 
188-193) has described the mechanism normally used for 
oscillating-crystal photographs, which is similar to the 
equivalent part of this apparatus.



(a) (b)
Figure 1 . Two views of the apparatus mounted on the goniometer head, 
(a) From above. (b) From the side.
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Rotation and Oscillation
Most previous methods for obtaining powder-like pat

terns from single crystals (Switzer and Holmes 1947, Gordon 
1947, Matthews and McIntosh 1949, Gandolfi 1 9 6 7) have em
ployed two axes for randomization. The method proposed by 
the writer is no exception. While sharing this common fea
ture p however, the methods have shown variation in the 
magnitude of the interaxial angle and also in the rotation- 
oscillation or rotation-rotation patterns employed. Switzer 
and Holmes (1947, pp. 351"352) combined full rotation about 
one axis (the one holding the specimen) with 80° oscillation 
about a second axis normal to it. At the mid-point of the 
second axis* travel$ the first axis was coincident with the 
x-ray beam direction. The oscillation progressed at the 
rate of one degree per minute, and the rotation of the spec
imen axis was at one revolution per minute, Matthews and 
McIntosh (1949) used full rotation on two mutually perpen
dicular axes, with the crystal attached to the one normal to 
the beam direction. No direct mention was made of the rela
tive rates of the two rotations (although a scaled drawing 
was supplied), Gandolfi (1 9 6 7, p. 7 1) also employed full 
rotation on two axes, but used an interaxial angle of 45°o 
Again, the two rotation rates were not specified.

The method proposed here combines the 45° interaxial 
angle of Gandolfi with full rotation of the axis holding the 
specimen (hereafter referred to as the secondary axis. A*)



and nearly full-circle oscillation about t%ie axis normal to 
the beam (hereafter referred to as the nxlmarY axis« A) e. 
Since full rotation should be preferable to any limited os
cillation for optimum randomization$, the reason for going to 
oscillation on axis A deserves mentions The rotation rate 
on the watch-driven axis (A') is a nominal one rprru The 
crystal-rotation assembly of the Weissenberg camera is 
geared so that primary axis A rotates the watch and specimen 
about itself at a rate very near one-third rpm« Both speeds 
are very closely controlled and one is a small multiple of 
the othere It was feared that such a combination of rota
tion rates would have adverse effects on randomization® in 
that the two rotations would “stay in step" with each other 
and some orientations of the crystal would be lost as a re
sult . This appeared to be the case in early experiments. 
Diffraction arcs were particularly spotty and discontinuous 
with full rotation on both axes. Since oscillation range 
and position are both easily adjusted with the rotation as
sembly of the Weissenberg camera® numerous different oscil
lation patterns were tried for axis A, The best results 
were obtained from an oscillation range of about 350°t with 
the oscillation centered on the collimator side. This ap
parently served to keep the two axes "out of step,” and pat
tern quality improved remarkably, (This aspect of random
ization will be discussed again in a following section on 
Diffraction Effects with Two-Axis Randomization,) In terms
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of randomization, much more was gained than was lost by 
going from full rotation to oscillation on the primary axis, 
A continuously-variable rotation rate on axis A might have 
proven beneficial, but such an attempt was not made in this 
study, ■

The 45° interaxial angle previously mentioned can be 
readily adjusted with this method. It could, of course, be 
changed by simply bending the apparatus arm. With the watch 
movement positioned so that the straight pin segment is co- 
planar with one of the adjustment arcs on the goniometer 
head, however, it can be neatly varied by adjustment of that 
arc.® (The effect of the interaxial angle on randomization 
will also be discussed in later sections on THEORY,)

Selection. Mounting, and Adjustment 
of the Specimen

Essentially the same considerations govern the
choice of a specimen for this method as for most single
crystal studies® For best results, the specimen should be
small, well-crystallized, reasonably equant, and free from
impurities® The interrelated factors of sample chemistry,
absorption effects, exposure time, and desired line width
will influence the choice of a sample size which is best for
a given experiment, The crystals used in this study were
generally in the mm size range, but larger or smaller
crystals could be used if the worker is willing to make the
usual compromises® Smaller crystals are difficult to handle
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and require longer exposure times $ larger ones cause excess 
line-broadening and accentuate undesirable absorption ef
fects in some casese

Since the goal of the method is randomization and 
not precise orientation, however, the presence or absence 
of external crystal morphology is of no consequence0 The 
sample is placed on the apparatus in a random position, and 
the sometimes tedious and time-consuming task of crystal 
orientation is obviated. The sample may even be a small 
crystal aggregate. If the individual crystals of the aggre
gate possess different orientations, so much the better for 
randomization.

The specimen is attached with mounting shellac to 
the end of a glass fiber which has been cut to a length of 
7 -8 mm. This fiber is then placed alongside and against the 
straight pin extension of the watch sweep-second drive (pre
viously described under The Apparatus), which has been 
coated with silicone grease beforehand. About half the 
length of the fiber is overlapped with the pin in parallel 
fashion; the other half projects into space with the speci
men on the end.

The relatively high viscosity and surface tension of 
the silicone grease serve to hold the fiber steadily in the 
desired position, yet the coupling is flexible enough so 
that the fiber may be adjusted. This must be done to elim
inate any precession of the fiber and crystal resulting from
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non-coincidence of the fiber with the watch movement drive 
axis direction6 The adjustment is made by viewing the spec
imen through the alignment optics of the Weissenberg camera 
and positioning the fiber so that the geometric center of 
the specimen appears to remain motionless as the watch axis 
rotates« The silicone grease attachment method approximates 
a "ball and socket" coupling well enough to permit the re
moval of any specimen wandering in a matter of minutesB 
after having acquired some experience with the apparatus® 
Having accomplished this task, it is then a relatively easy 
matter to set the translation adjustments on the goniometer 
head so that the specimen also remains fixed upon rotation 
of primary axis A 0

With both adjustments properly made, the crystal 
will remain centered in the x-ray beam while both axes ro
tate simultaneously® Diffracted rays will all emanate from 
approximately the same point, and the resulting arcs should 
be sharp and accurately positioned® If the adjustments are 
poorly made, line quality and positioning will deteriorate 
accordingly®

CpndiMpns_for Exposure
The test conditions to be used during an exposure 

depend primarily upon sample size, sample chemistry, desired 
pattern quality, and the particular x-ray generator em
ployed® All of the exposures made in this study were with
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CuKa radiation (1,5418 1) filtered through Ni foil, A 
choice of other radiation for a given experiment would he 
based on the sample composition and the desired results, as 
with any other x-ray work, A Philips X-Ray Generator (Type 
No, 12045) was used, with a voltage setting of 35“40 KY and 
a current of 2 0 -3 0 ma. With these conditions, the exposure 
time required for a crystal of “average" size (,l- , 2  mm) and 
chemistry was somewhat longer than for a powder specimen in 
the small Debye-Scherrer camera. An exposure of 8 - 1 2 hours 
was perhaps an average figure, Much longer exposures (up to 
30 hours) at decreased generator intensity were tried in 
hopes that increased exposure time would improve randomiza
tion and smooth out spotty lines. To a certain degree this 
was the case, but exposure times over 15 hours seldom gave 
significant improvements in line quality. The basic limita
tion on continuity of diffraction arcs obtained with the 
method is one which cannot be overcome by longer exposure 
times (this matter will be covered more fully under THEORY), 

The watch movement which drives the secondary axis 
(A®) must* of course, be wound sufficiently at the start of 
an exposure to insure its rotation throughout the course of 
the experiment. The 24-32 hour capability resulting from a 
full winding is more than adequate for any reasonable expo
sure time desired. The crystal-rotation assembly of the 
Weissenberg camera is set up to give the oscillation pattern
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on axis A previously described under Rotation and Oscilla
tion,



THEORY

The randomization process employed in this study is 
one which lends itself to geometrical description6 When the 
motions imparted to the crystal are related to direct and 
reciprocal lattice concepts» the manner in which a powder- 
like result is obtained becomes clear6 Not only can the 
reasons for the relative success of two-axis randomization 
be demonstrated— its limitations can also be understood.

General
Gandolfi (1 9 6 7) has provided an excellent and thor

ough treatment of the theoretical basis of his method.
Since the method proposed by the writer is geometrically 
similar to Gandolfi®s in most respectsD the arguments which 
follow will largely parallel those of Gandolfi6 The reader 
is referred to Gandolfies paper for any details which might 
not be covered here.

To lay a groundwork for the diffraction geometry in
volved, it is helpful to consider two spheres and their com
mon circle of intersection. The first of these spheres has 
its center (C) at the point of emergence of diffracted beams 
and has a radius proportional to the reciprocal of the radi
ation wavelength employed (r=k/X), This is the Ewald 
”sphere of reflection," The second sphere, "sphere s^^^”

.15 . ■
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(Gandolfi 1967)0 has its center at the origin (0 ) of the 
reciprocal latticee which is placed on the periphery of the 
Ewald sphere for convenience, The radius of sphere s^^ 
varies with the particular set of hkl planes being consid
ered, For the specific set of planes h^k^l^» its radius is 
proportional to the reciprocal of their d-spacing (r=k/ 
dhxkfli)® another way, the spherical surface of s^^
may be thought of as the locus of all points described by 
the motion of reciprocal lattice vector r^k^ about its ori
gin, The fact that reciprocal lattice vector r ^ ^  is normal 
to planes hkl in the direct lattice and has a length propor
tional to the inverse of dkk^ is a well-established concept 
(Cullity 1 9 5 6, p, 494) 6 x

The two spheres described above will intersect in a 
circle, which Gandolfi (1 9 6 7, p. 6 8) has termed "circle 
chkl*M ^bis circle is also the intersection of the sphere 
of reflection with the diffraction cone having a semi
opening angle of 2@kkl® ^hus ^he size and angular position 
of circle c ^ ^  are functions of d̂ -̂j. the chosen scale 
(wavelength), a relationship concisely described by the 
Bragg Laws nX-2d sin ©, The two spheres, their circle of 
intersection, reciprocal lattice vector r^k ,̂ and the re
lated diffraction cone are shown in Figure 2e

Also shown in Figure 2 are the relationships between 
the direction of r^^* the angle of incidence ©hkl® the 
conditions necessary for diffraction. Consider r ^ ^  as

■J7
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hkl
o

Figure 2. Basic diffraction geometry of the method.
Modified after Gandolfi (1 9 6 7),

Figure 3* Spherical zones explored by r ^ ^  when



being movable $ but for the moment in the plane of the draw
ing and the position showne Reciprocal lattice vector z^kl 
is normal to planes hkl* which are therefore normal to the 
plane of the drawing and seen edge-on* The angle COD is the 
angle of incidence (the complement of the angle of incidence 
defined in general optics theory) when r ^ ^  in the posi
tion showne But since line AOF was constructed perpendic
ular to COE (tangent to the sphere of reflection at 0 ), the 
angle BOA is also equal to the angle of incidence» And an
gle BOA is precisely the angle of incidence required for 
planes hkl to satisfy the Bragg Law* In other words, when 
reciprocal lattice vector r^^^ is directed so that it termi
nates anywhere on the circle of intersection c^ki8 Bragg 
relationship is satisfied and diffraction occurse When the 
termination of r ^ ^  is caused to explore a very large number 
of points on circle chkl during the course of an exposure $ 
a powder-like arc is obtained from planes hkl* When this 
requirement is met for all planes in a structure* a "powder 
photograph" is obtained from a single crystala

s Explored
Lattice Vector

When rotation on the two experimental axes causes 
rhkX to move, its termination will explore regular zones on 
the surface of sphere s ^ ^ . The configuration of the zones 
explored will depend on the orientation of the planes in 
question* As shown in Figure 3» primary axis A is normal to



the beam and secondary axis A 6 is inclined on A at 45°e Let 
yQbe the angle between and A® and let form a bi-
vector with its negative « % e n  0^/^<4 5°p as shown in
Figure 3$ simultaneous rotation of both axes will cause the 
ends of'the bivector to cover the two diagonally-striped 
spherical bands„ Wheny5-0° (biveetor coincident with A®)D 
the two bands will shrink to two circles. If [3>-^50, the en
tire surface of s ^ ^  will be covered. The zones explored 
begin to overlap when exceeds 45° and become totally over
lapped when (3-90°* Since each zone in reality contains an 
infinite number of points, a statistically high degree of 
coverage is all that can be obtained. This presents no 
problem in practice, however, and the only requirements for 
adequate coverage are sufficient time and some degree of 
non-synchronization of the two axial rotations.

Thus the extent to which r ^ ^  covers the sphere is 
seen to be a function of the magnitude of which in turn 
is a function of the orientation given to planes hkl by the 
random placement of the specimen on axis A® e Bivectors 
corresponding to all unique sets of planes will be simul
taneously exploring different zones during the course of an 
exposure,

- S l f f i a s S i m - E f f e c t s  

with Two-Axis Randomization
Having considered the effect of j3 on the coverage of 

shkl ky a reciprocal lattice bivector, it is necessary to
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consider only one other variable to predict the diffraction 
results from any set of planese That variable is d ^ ^ e 
Since the radius of sphere ŝ -j. is determined by the recip
rocal of d^^j, the size and angular position of its circle 
of intersection with the Ewald sphere is also determined by 
^hkl® effect of d^  ̂on the circle of intersection (for
a constant wavelength) and on 2© is shown in Figures 4a and 
4b« The corresponding angle of incidence (@) which satis
fies the Bragg Law is also shown in those figures*

Sets of Conditions on Beta and Theta
As stated in a previous section (see THEORY, Gen

eral) » thorough coverage of the circle of intersection by 
rhkl §*ves powder-like diffraction results from planes hkl* 
Joint consideration of and © will therefore illustrate the 
extent to which this requirement is satisfied for each set 
of planes* For instance, when the single crystal is mounted 
so that /j> for planes hkl is greater than 0° but less than 
45° (oB:yiQ<450) and when 6 for those planes is less than 
(45°-/3) o diffraction will occur along four separated arcs on 
the circle of intersection* These conditions on (2 and © are 
such that r ^ ^  cannot completely explore c^^* % e  four 
arcs will be symmetrically disposed with respect to horizon
tal and vertical symmetry planes $ as shown in Figure 5o

The cylindrical Weissenberg film cassette is coaxial 
with primary axis A e and these four arcs will appear on the
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Sw,,
S/dm

(b)
Figure 4. Effect of dhkl on circle of intersection 

and Bragg angle.
(a) Large d-spacing. (b) Smaller d-spacing.
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Figure 5* Diffraction results when O0</3<450 and 
After Gandolfi (1967). Diffraction arcs in boldface. roro
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film, symmetrically disposed with respect to the long and 
short dimensions of the film. Numerous other sets of condi
tions on P> and © are possible, and Gandolfi (1 9 6 7, pp. 72= 
73) has described the expected results for each case. The 
results of his findings are listed in Table 1 . In the table 
“equatorial plane" refers to a plane normal to A which con
tains the beam direction. The "vertical plane" is the plane 
containing both A and the direct beam.

Examination of the table will reveal the fact that 
cases (c) and (d) fulfill the requirements for a useable 
"powder photograph." Since the cylindrical axis of the film 
cassette coincides with primary axis A, either (c) or (d) 
will give (at least) two arcs which occur on the measured 
central strip of the film. Stated another way, as long as 
P> is >45°, measurable arcs separated by a distance (in mil
limeters) equal to the angle 2© (in degrees) will be re
corded, regardless of the value of © required to satisfy the 
Bragg Law. .

The requirement that axes A and A 8 undergo full- 
circle rotation is implicit in the above discussion. It 
will be remembered, however, that primary axis A oscillates 
through only about 350° in the experimental method proposed 
here (to keep the axes "out of step," as discussed under 
Rotation and Oscillation). Thus there is a 10° gap in the 
spherical zones explored by r^^. To insure that this gap 
does not create gaps in diffraction lines, the oscillation
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Table 1. Sets of conditions on beta and theta and corre

sponding diffraction results®
After Gandolfi (1 9 6 7$ ppo 72»73)e

Case © Diffraction Results

(a) 0<y5<45 © < (45 Four arcs symmetricalwith respect to equa
torial and vertical 

_ r> /-> planes■(b)' /j<45 (45 -/u)^© Two arcs symmetrical
<(45 with respect to equa

torial plane
(c) /?>45° © < (j/3*-45°) Two arcs symmetrical

with respect to 
vertical plane

(d) 3̂— 45° ® ) Complete circle

(e) P —0° ©<45° Four points

(f) P<^5° © = (/34,450) Two points symmetrical
with respect to equa
torial plane

(g) /3<45° © >  (y/ĵ S0) No diffraction
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pattern on A is.centered about the beam directione The gap 
is confined to a narrow sector 5 on either side of the 
beam. These gap sectors do not normally coincide with the 
part of the circle of intersection which gives rise to the 
central strip on the film. They would only do so for.planes 
with very large d-spacings, and this was not found to create 
any problem in practiceB In all other respects, the method 
is geometrically equivalent to Gandolfi’s and his theory 
should be applicable.

Although the small gap in the oscillation pattern 
does not give rise to any appreciable line discontinuities, 
the fact remains that diffraction patterns obtained from the 
method are commonly spotty and discontinuous to some degree 
(see a following section on SOME RESULTS OBTAINED WITH THE 
METHOD), This is not surprising in view of the fact that it 
is virtually impossible to cause a single crystal to "behave 
g.s a powder" in the fullest detail with any reasonable ex
perimental setup. All previous authors using two-axis ran
domization (Gordon 194?, Switzer and Holmes 194?$ Matthews 
and McIntosh 1949, Gandolfi 1 96?) have noted that the pat
terns obtained are only -powder-like. The gas stream random
ization proposed by Graeber and Jelinek (1 9 6 6) probably 
comes the closest to true duplication of powder results.

The basic limitation on the two-axis methods is, of 
course» one imposed by method geometry. It was stated above 
that (2 (the angle between the normal to planes hkl and



secondary axis A®) must be >45° for all sets of planes to 
insure measurable powder-like results® This requirement 
cannot be met with any one positioning of the crystal on A 8® 
Gandolfi (I967e Pa 73) has attacked this problem by ^manu
ally taking off and refitting up the crystale" This in
volves a 90° rotation about any axis perpendicular to A 8 

(his A 88)* It is assumed that this operation is performed 
in mid-exposure, with the pattern obtained during the second 
half of the exposure being superimposed on that from the 
first half and the two patterns augmenting each other® This 
refitting insures that p> will be >45° for all planes at some 
time during the exposure, as can be seen by referring to 
Figure 6 e The bivector shown as a solid line is one which 
corresponds to a/3 angle <45° before refitting® Rotation of 
the crystal 90° about an axis normal to the plane of the 
drawing will cause the bivector to move to the position 
shown by the dashed line, which will then be more than k$° 

away from A® {(3-^(2') ® Although this procedure apparently 
produces better diffraction patterns than would be obtained 
without refitting, it would also appear to be a tedious and 
time-consuming step which would in most cases only be justi
fied if one were interested in very high-quality results®

Effect of Multiplicity Factor
For crystals with a high degree of symmetry» the 

multiplicity factor (Cullity 1956, p» 124) lessens the need



- z< , ;C-r̂ "5X
 >.

Figure 6 . Change in R upon "refitting up the crys
tal."
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for a refitting operationa Sets of planes which are related 
"by the same symmetry operation have equal d-spacings and 
"reflect'' to the same position on the film. They tend to 
aid each other in the randomization process. For instance* 
in the cubic system the octahedral plane (1 1 1) and its three 
structurally-equivalent planes represent four sets of planes 
which all have the same interplanar spacing. The normals to 
these planes point in four distinct directions* however* and 
this insures fulfillment (at least for some of the planes) 
of the requirement that [2 be >45°» regardless of the posi
tioning of the crystal on A". The result will be a smoother 
and more continuous diffraction line than would be obtained 
from planes of lower multiplicity.

Multiplicity factors are a function of crystal sys
tem and the form being considered. They range from 48 in 
the isometric system down to 2 in the triclinic system (for 
the most general form hkl), as shown in Table 2. The gen
erally high multiplicity factors of the high-symmetry sys
tems have a beneficial effect on the quality of "powder 
photographs" obtained with the method. In the low-symmetry, 
inclined systems, however, the multiplicity factor is of 
little help. In such cases, refitting of the crystal as 
suggested by Gandolfi should provide a definite advantage.
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Table 2 , . Multiplicity factors by crystal system and reflec

tion class0

From Cullity (1956» p 6 47?)e

System Refle Class
Mult, Factor

Cubic s hkl hhl m i m k khh 221
48a 24 24a 12 8 6

Hexagonal and hkal hh°i .QJc.2,1 M M Mi6 0 2ki2 22ilRhombohedrals 24a 12a 12a 12a 6 6 2
Tetragonal $ Jakl m i m bM M lQ 2 M 221

l6a 8 8 8a 4 4 2
Orthorhombic* Jhkl jQkl M l k M M 2 2 M 221

8 4 4 4 2 2 2
Monoclinic $ hkl M l m o

2 2
Triclinic 8 t is l

2

a. These are the usual multiplicity factors. In 
some crystals, planes having these indices comprise two 
forms with the same spacing but different structure factor, 
and the multiplicity factor for each form is half the value 
given above 6
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_Qf_ _ Dlflrac t ion :.Idnag.
The relative intensities of the diffraction lines on 

a normal Debye-Scherrer powder pattern are influenced by six 
factors (Cullity 1956$ p„ 123)1

(1 ) polarization factor,
(2 ) structure factor,
(3 ) multiplicity factor, 
O )  Lorentz factor,
(5 ) absorption factor,
(6 ) temperature factor.

To a first approximation» the absorption and temperature 
factors depend on diffraction angle in opposite ways and 
tend to cancel each other. The way in which the four re
maining factors affect intensity (for cylindrical powder 
specimens in the Debye-Scherrer method) is given by the fol
lowing relationships

where I=relative integrated intensity, restructure factor, 
p=multiplicity factor, 8=Bragg angle, and the entire quan
tity in parentheses represents the combined Lorentz- 
polarization factor. Other factors which would affect line 
intensity, such as specimen size and camera radius, are con
stant for a given experiment and affect all lines equally.



Thus they need not be included in the formulae The formula 
is strictly valid only for lines fairly close together on 
the pattern (Cullity 1956$ p@ 132)$ because absorption and 
temperature factors are not included.

Since relative line intensities are such an impor
tant consideration in the use of powder photographs for min
eral identification, it is imperative that any alternative 
method for producing such photographs also give intensities 
which obey the above relationship, at least in a general 
way. Intensities obtained with the method proposed herein 
are qualitatively similar to Debye-Scherrer powder inten- 
sities and thus in approximate conformity with the previous 
expression. There is no apparent reason to suppose that 
they would be otherwise. Structure factors and multiplicity 
factors depend on atomic arrangement and symmetry, regard
less of the experimental method used. Furthermore, most of 
the geometric considerations upon which derivation of the 
combined Lorentz-polarization factor is based apply to ei
ther method. One step in the derivation of that quantity, 
however, does involve the assumption that particles are ori
ented in random fashion, so that the Lp factor will be valid 
only to the extent that randomization is achieved by this 
method. Also, absorption and temperature factors are a 
function of the substance, the specific crystal, and its or
ientation, and the extent to which they offset and cancel 
each other in the suggested method cannot be generalized.
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When it is remembered that the proposed technique 

does not involve powdering of the specimen, however6 it 
might be expected that the lack of a grinding operation 
would have some effect on line intensities. Sharp lines 
with proper intensities result from a high degree of de
structive interference in regions' between maxima and a high 
degree of constructive interference at Bragg angles corre
sponding to line positions. When atoms are displaced from 
their idealized positions by thermal agitation or mechanical 
deformation, the same degrees of interference are not at
tained and lines become correspondingly diffuse and "smeared 
oute" Structure damage caused by specimen grinding in the 
normal powder method demonstrably reduces crystal perfection 
in this manner. Furthermore, the magnitude of the effect is 
a function of d-spacing.

Consider the simple two-dimensional array based on 
an orthorhombic cell which is shown in Figure ?, Suppose 
that the atom at 0 ,i,0 is displaced from its idealized posi
tion by a small amount w in the c-axis direction as shown. 
For the sake of illustration, let the amount of the dis
placement be one per cent of d^^ or * 04- 5L This small lo- 
,cal distortion of the (001) planes gives rise to a larger 
fractional distortion of the more closely-spaced (0 0 2) and 
(042) planes as follows *

displacement = e - A d 00i - e04 8.



Figure ?• Change in d-spacings due to atom displacement. 
Displacement exaggerated.



One could, of course, choose a multitude of displacement di
rections other than the one shown0 For instance, displace
ment of the same atom within the (042) plane would give na 
■Change in d ^ g  and some finite change in d001s However, 
numerous other closely-spaced planes not shown would also be 
affected. A thorough statistical analysis including several 
different structures might be required to reach a generally 
valid conclusion, and such an analysis was beyond the scope 
of this study.

The foregoing simple example none the less serves to 
illustrate that grinding causes more severe structure damage 
to closely-spaced planes than to those with relatively large 
d-spacings. An analogous argument is given by Cullity 
(1 9 5 6, p. 1 3 0) regarding the influence of the temperature 
factor as a function of ©. Thus omission of grinding in the



experimental procedure would have the greatest effect on 
back™reflection linese since these high”© lines are produced 
by closely”spaced planes6 This effect would appear to be 
largely responsible for the strong, well-defined back- 
reflection lines commonly obtained with the method (see a 
following section on Intensities of Diffraction Lines), If 
it is a real and significant factor$ the extent to which 
high-© intensities exceed those on a normal powder photo
graph should be determined by susceptibility to grinding 
damage for a given mineral„

Some question might arise over whether the normal 
powder or “pseudo-powder" method gives back-reflection in
tensities which are closest to their "true valuese" If 
“most accepted is most correct," then the normal powder in
tensities given in the ASTM file (Smith 1 9 6 7) are most cor
rect 6 On the other hand, if mechanical deformation causes a 
structure to decrease in ideality, then perhaps a method 
which involves no grinding gives intensities which more 
closely approximate the truth.



SOME RESULTS OBTAINED WITH THE METHOD

As mentioned in a previous section (The Apparatus), 
the standard cylindrical Weissenberg film cassette is used 
to record diffraction patterns, The cassette has the same 
convenient 57e3 mm diameter employed in the small Debye- 
Scherrer camera» Thus the measured distance between two 
companion arcs in millimeters is directly the angle 29 in 
degrees (after any necessary film-shrinkage corrections are 
made)e The user can refer results directly to determinative 
tables after measurement and calculation.

Line spacings obtained with the method are in very 
close agreement with the corresponding spacings on a normal 
powder photograph. For a given mineral, the powder and 
powder-like patterns overlay one another in approximate con- 
gruity. Geometric similarities of the two methods indeed 
require that this be the case.

When line positions are examined in detail, however, 
a small but apparently chronic systematic error is seen to 
occur. The suggested method seems to give arc separations 
which are slightly larger than their nominal values in the 
low- 6 region. This error affects d-spacings in an inverse 
way» so that calculated low-order d-spacings tend to be 
slightly less than their accepted values. This phenomenon
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is not understoode Every reasonable attempt was made to 
discover the source of the error, The accuracy of the film 
cassette diameter was carefully checked on several occasions 
by exposing quartz and fluorite powder spindles in the cas
sette, No significant error in camera diameter was ever de
tected when these powders were used as internal calibrating 
standards. The error only appears when the specimen is a 
doubly-rotated single crystal.

The possibility remains that the error is due to a 
mechanical abnormality in the particular equipment used, or 
to some unknown absorption effect. Whatever the cause, the 
errors are minor and of no particular consequence in prac
tice, Since d-spacing is .calculated from sin ©, and not 6, 
the errors tend to disappear with increasing ©» as is the 
case with normal measurement errors. The magnitude of the
line spacing error for a "typical" set of 3 & planes is

o 'approximately ,5 mm or ,5 of 28, This results in a calcu
lated d-spacing only ,0 5 & lower than the expected value, 
which is of the same order of magnitude as errors commonly 
obtained from other sources. There is every reason to be
lieve that the method is just as useable as the normal pow
der method for accurate determination of cell parameters 
from high-order lines.

Some d-spacirigs obtained with the method are com
pared to the corresponding ASTM powder values for fluorite 
and cuprite in Table 3, The good agreement for these two



Table 3a Comparison of observed d-spacings and intensities with ASTM values for 
fluorite and cuprite»

Sluesiifi SMmiM
Line la I(ASTM)b dobs d(ASTM)b hkl Line ja . I(ASTM) 0 dobs d(ASTM) 0 hkl

1 70 94 3 .1 0 2 3*153 111 1 11 9 2,989 3*020 "Tio
2 100 100 1.911 1.931 220 2 100 100 2,441 2.465 111
3 45 35 1 .6 3 2 1.647 311 3 35 37 2 .1 1 6 2.135 200
4 18 12 1*355 1 .3 6 6 400 1 4 5 1 1,734 1,743 211

5 23 10 1.245 1 .2 5 3 331 5 46 27 1 ,5 0 2 1.510 220
6 35 16 1 ,1 1 0 1.115 422 6 49 17 1,284 1.287 311
7 17 7 1.047 1.051 511 7 12 4 1 .2 2 9 1*233 222
8 18 5 .9 6 3 .966 440 1 8 8 2 1 .0 6 5 1,067 400
9 24 7 .921 .923 531 9 25 4 *978 *979 331

10 40 9 .8 6 3 .864 620 10 22 3 ,953 ,954 420
11 17 3 .832 ,833 533 11 24 3 ,872 *871 422
12 20 — .789 ----------- - — * 12 32 3 .822 ,821 511

All d-spacings in angstrom (&) units®
a® Intensities visually estimated from calibrated film strip.
b, a. Data from American Society for Testing and Materials9 Index to the 

Powder Diffraction Pile (Smith 1967)9 file numbers 4-0864 and 5-0667 respectively.

V)
CO
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examples is representative of average resultse The observed 
d~spacings given do not include a film-shrinkage correction. 
The method is not self-calibrating for shrinkages and the 
effect was assumed to be negligible for the purposes of this 
study.

« Also shown in Table 3 are comparisons of observed 
line intensities with ASTM powder values for fluorite and 
cuprite. The figures are seen to be in general qualitative 
agreement $ at least in the front-ref1ection region. For 
fluoritep the three strongest lines are the same three by 
either method. With cuprite $ the same four lines are the 
strongest four, although their order is slightly inter
changed.

The measurement of relative line intensities, always 
a difficult problem (if accurate quantitative results are 
desired), is somewhat complicated by the suggested method. 
Intensities along a given arc are commonly non-uniform to 
some degree owing to imperfect randomization, and the prob
lem is accentuated with low-symmetry crystals. Even before 
a measurement method is chosen, a decision must be made as 
to part of an arc displays an intensity closest to the
Mcorrect" value for the arc as a whole. On the assumption 
that perhaps an integrated intensity along a short length of 
line was most correct, a light source-slit-photocell
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apparatus was used to measure film darkening as a function 
of 6, Film transmissivity was sampled through a „5 mm by 
5 mm slit placed over the most linear parts of the arcs. 
Photocell output, was amplified and displayed by a chart re
corder. This method proved to be time-consuming and not 
particularly accurate. It was abandoned in favor of direct 
visual comparison with a calibrated film scale. With this 
procedure, a representative intensity for each arc was de
termined by visual integration along the entire are length. 
This process is simple and gives results which are suffi
ciently accurate and reproducible. The intensities given in 
Table 3 are based on this procedure.

Fluorite and cuprite were chosen as examples because 
their isometric symmetry gives rise to simple, uncluttered 
patterns. Since high symmetry also produces the highest de
gree of randomization possible with the method, isometric 
intensity results should give the most meaningful compari
sons.

It is apparent from Table 3 that back-reflection in
tensities depart markedly from the corresponding powder 
values. The departure is always in the direction of in
creased darkening with the proposed method. Sharp back- 
ref lection lines with excellent resolution of the ICO. doublet 
are commonly obtained, even with low-symmetry compounds 
which give little or no back-reflection data in the powder 
method. As mentioned previously (see Theoretical
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Intensities of Diffraction Lines)9 these strengthened baok- 
reflection lines are believed to result from lack of struc
ture damage in a process which does not involve grinding.

Crystals from- biach “of the six crystal systems were 
x-rayed during the course of this study. It quickly became 
apparent that crystal symmetry was the single most important 
factor in determining pattern quality. Other things being 
equal» high-symmetry crystals invariably gave patterns supe
rior to those obtained from low-symmetry crystals. Cubic 
patterns were nearly as smooth and continuous as the corre
sponding powder patterns $ triclinic patterns were spotty and 
ragged, in some cases to the point of being unworkable. 
Compounds of intermediate symmetry generally gave pattern 
quality somewhere between those extremes.

Pattern quality was not solely a function of crystal 
system, however. It was also found to vary from one line to 
another on a given photograph. This discovery led to an in
vestigation of the relationship between the multiplicity 
factor for a set of planes and the quality of the corre
sponding diffraction line. Patterns from several systems 
were examined and a qualitative judgment was made as to the 
relative perfection of each diffraction line. Each line was 
assigned a quality from "very good" to "very poor" on a 
five-point scale, with the assignment based on smoothness



and uniformity of darkening. Comparison of these qualities 
with the multiplicities of indexed powder lines from the 
ASTM file (Smith 1 9 6 7) revealed a direct correlation. Al
most without exception, planes of high multiplicity factor 
(see Table 2) produced the lines of highest quality. Poorer 
lines resulted from planes with fewer structural equiva
lents, Thus general pattern quality is a function of crys
tal system? individual line quality is more basically a 
function of the specific crystal form being considered.

ces (and lowest multiplicity factors), overall line quality 
shows general improvement with increased diffraction angle.

of randomization obtainable with a given form. In light of 
the theory previously given, it is not surprising that iso
metric, hexoctahedral planes should produce better lines 
than triclinic, pinacoidal ones, '

tained with the method, three mineral examples will be pre
sented here 1 fluorite, cuprite, and azurite, Side-by-side 
comparisons of normal powder and powder-like diffraction 
patterns for these three minerals are shown in Figure 8,
The patterns are direct IX contact prints, with the original 
condition of dark lines on a light background reversed.

Since low-order lines are those with simplest indi-

The multiplicity factor directly affects the degree

To illustrate the kind of results which can be ob



Figure 80 Powder and powder-like patterns for 
fluoritee cuprite, and azurite,

(a) Fluorite powder, 2 hrs« (b) Fluorite single 
crystal, 6 hrs, (e) Cuprite powder, I? hrs, (d) Cuprite 
single crystal, 8 hrse (e) Azurite powder, 1 hr® (f) Azur 
ite single crystal, 22 hrs. All with CuKct radiation and Ni filter.



(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
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Figure 8. Powder and powder-like patterns for 
fluorite, cuprite, and azurite.
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All exposures were with CuKd radiation (1*^418 S) 

filtered through Ni foil. Exposure times are given in the 
legend. Powder patterns were recorded in a 57e3 mm Debye- 
Scherrer camera with Straumanis film mounting. The corre
sponding powder-like patterns were produced from exposure in 
the 57«3 mm Weissenberg cassette according to the procedure 
described herein.

The fluorite and cuprite patterns represent some of 
the best results obtained with the method. Except for minor 
deviations.due to imperfect randomization$ they are very 
close approximations to their companion powder photographs. 
The azurite pattern is one of the best obtained from low- 
symmetry compounds. The monoclinic symmetry gives rise to a 
very complex pattern.

Exceptionally sharp and detailed back~reflection 
patterns are seen on the powder-like photographs, particu
larly with the azurite example. The method provides a 
wealth of high-8 structural information beyond that recorded 
on some normal powder photographs. Photographic reproduc
tion does not do justice to the remarkable detail present on 
the. original azurite pattern.



SPECIAL APPLICATION TO CHALCOPHYLLXTE

This mineral was chosen for special study because 
numerous previous attempts to obtain normal powder photo™ 
graphs from it had been unsuccessful. Other workers in the 
University of Arizona Geosciences Department reported no 
diffraction lines after conventional powder specimen prepa
ration, This facte coupled with the apparently fragile 
structure of the mineral, suggested that chalcophyllite 
might be highly susceptible to grinding damage and thus a 
prime candidate for investigation with the method. If the 
suggested technique could provide any kind of simulated pow
der pattern, this would certainly be better than no pattern 
at all.

Mineral, Data..and.._S-pecimen Location 
Chalcophyllite is an aluminum copper hydroxy arse

nate sulfate hydrate [Cu^qA12(As0^)^(S0^ ) ^ ( 36H20j de
scribed by Berry and Steacy (194?) from a location at 
Braden, Chile, It is a soft, light green mineral with per
fect {0001} cleavage. It is hexagonal, rhombohedral in the 
space group R3m (?), Unit cell dimensions, based on hexag
onal axes, are as follows (Donnay and Nowacki 1954, pp. 463" 
464)$ a=10,?5 kX (10,?? &), c=57e40 kX (57.52 %), and
c/a=5«340, A unit cell content of three formula units (2=3)

: > 5  ' '



gives a calculated specific gravity of 2 .6 0„ compared with 
the measured value of 2 .6?, The material used in this study 
is from EJ, Tenlente (Braden) Mine, Rancagua, Chile and was, 
provided by the University of Arizona Geological Museum 
(specimen no', 8583)0

A reasonably equant fragment of *3 mm average diam
eter. was chosen for study. This single crystal was attached 
to the watch-driven fiber in random orientation* as de
scribed in a preceding section (see Selection* Mounting* and 
Adjustment of the Specimen)e CuKCL radiation filtered 
through Ni foil was used, as with all other exposures. Be
cause of the relatively small sample size, total exposure 
time was 16 hours.

To the writer's knowledge * no previous chalco- 
phyllite powder pattern has been published. For this rea
son* a special effort was made to optimize randomization * so 
that the pattern obtained would be of sufficient quality to 
serve as a reference standarde To bring■additional planes 
into reflecting position* the normal 45° angle between the 
primary and secondary rotation axes was changed by approxi
mately 18° (the maximum amount possible* because of mechan
ical restrictions) in mid-exposure. This was accomplished 
by adjusting the appropriate arc on the goniometer head.



The center of the oscillation range of primary axis A was 
also changed by 180° of arc in mid-exposure,,

These steps produced a simulated powder photograph 
of very high quality. The pattern is shown in Figure 9°

A FORTRAN computer program (Shiono 1971) was used to 
generate all possible independent reflections and indices 
out to 20-45° p given the appropriate cell information on 
chalcophyllite (8=1 0 ,7 7 2 S, b=10e7?2 S.9 c=5 7«5 1 5 '̂ » cos a=06 
cosp>~Qp cosy»-.5 0 0 0) and the radiation wavelength (CuKa 
X=lo5418 S)e A second chalcophyllite "powder pattern" was 
made, with experimental conditions the same as above® A 
powder spindle of quartz ("Herkimer diamond") was then x- 
rayed on the same film with the Weissenberg layer line 
screen positioned so that the quartz pattern was recorded on 
both edges of the film® Careful measurement of the quartz 
lines revealed that no correction factor was necessary® The 
chalcophyllite pattern was measured and observed d-spacings 
were compared with the calculated values output by the FOR
TRAN program® Only the nine lowest-order lines could be 
indexed without ambiguity® These and the next four un
indexed lines are given in Table 4, along with visually es
timated relative intensities.

The success achieved with chalcophyllite indicates 
that this technique may have valuable application to other



Figure 9. Powder-like pattern for chalcophyllite. 
Exposure time 16 hours, CuKa radiation, Ni filter.
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Table 4S X-ray ‘'powder*' data for chaloophyllite6
(CuKa e= lej)418 %)» All d-spacings in angstromse

Line Ia dobs d b calc hklb
lc 100 9*47 9*59 006

2C 18 7v&0 7 ©25 015

3 6 5 * 66 5© 69 018

4 31 4,71 4,79 0 .0 ,1 2

5 7 3*88 3*93
3*91

2 ,1 ,1 0
208

6 12 3*59 3*62 0 ,2 ,1 0

7
8

8

5

3*17
2 .9 8

3 ,2 0  
3 .1 8
3©01 

: 2,99

0.0.18
0.1,17
2 ,1 ,1 0
2 ,1 , 1 6

9 3 2,83 2,85 0 .2 . 1 6

10 5 2 , 7 3

,11 25 2,67

12 48 2 , 5 8

13 32 2,34

Plus 15 additional lines to d - 1.4?
a. Intensities visually estimated from calibrated 

film stripe
be Calculated data from FORTRAN computer program.*
Ce Split lines due to absorptione



minerals which are damaged by grinding in the normal powder 
method6



SUMMARY •• . -

The use of a watch movement to drive a secondary 
axis is believed to be a new approach to two-axis randomiza
tions This simple apparatus produces useable diffraction 
patterns from single crystals which are very close approx
imations to normal powder photographs8

Theory helps to explain the ways in which the pat
terns obtained deviate from true powder patternse Crystal 
symmetry$, as reflected in the multiplicity factor* is seen 
to exert the greatest influence on pattern quality. Theory 
also points up the possibility that grinding may be largely 
responsible for the relative suppression of back-reflection 
lines in the powder method.

In cases of extreme susceptibility to grinding dam
age, such as the chalcophyllite example, a non-destructive 
method like the one described herein may provide the only 
means for obtaining a “powder photograph.“

The technique discussed in this paper offers a novel 
and practical alternative to normal powder methods in min
eral studies. By providing a link between single crystal 
and powder methods, it can serve as a valuable» yet inexpen
sive supplement to conventional diffraction procedures.
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